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Upcoming changes in Finance & Revenue Cycle: FAQs 

Document Purpose: The purpose of this document is to inform Children’s Colorado team members 

about three Finance and Revenue Cycle initiatives that are currently underway and scheduled to take 

effect in June 2015:  

 Cost center enhancements 

 Charge description master (CDM) consolidation 

 Hospital-wide implementation of Epic’s charge router   

 

1) What’s going on with cost center enhancements?  

While many cost centers won’t change, some are changing to allow for enhanced revenue routing, 

expense tracking and reporting at the departmental level.  

Today, there are several outpatient departments - Orthopedics, Rehabilitation and Pain, for 

example, that all route revenue to the “Level Four – Ambulatory” cost center. After the 

enhancements, each Epic department will have its own cost center, as shown in Image 1.  

 
Image 1 

2) Will I be affected by cost center enhancements?  

If you are a leader in a department affected by cost center enhancements, your contact in 

Continuous Planning & Forecasting (CPF) will reach out to discuss how the changes will affect EPSI 

financial reports and home cost centers.  

3) What is the charge description master and why are we consolidating it? 

The charge description master (CDM) includes all charges for which Children’s Colorado could 

potentially bill. In the CDM today, there are many instances where charge codes have been built 

multiple times. Today, the unique charge code identifies the cost center to which the charge should 

route.  

 

Current PeopleSoft 

GL Cost Center & Description

EPIC 

DEPT

EPIC DEPT NAME Future 

PeopleSoft 

GL CC

Future PeopleSoft GL Cost 

Center Description

1004740 - Level Four-Ambulatory 445005 ORTHOPEDICS CLINIC 1004747 ORTHOPEDICS CLINIC

445006 REHABILITATION CLINIC 1004749 REHAB CLINIC

445007 PAIN CLINIC 1004748 PAIN CLINIC

474005 PLASTICS ORTHO 1004763 PLASTICS ORTHO

Let’s look at venipuncture as an example. 
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Today, if a venipuncture is performed at CCBD South and CCBD Main, the venipuncture performed 

at South has a different charge code than the venipuncture performed at Main. After the CDM 

consolidation, charges that share the same CPT or HCPCS code will also share the same charge code.  

So, instead of having multiple venipuncture charge records with unique charge codes, we will have 

one venipuncture record that will be shared across departments and cost centers.  

Reducing the number of charge records in the CDM allows us to be more flexible and responsive 

when we need to make changes to revenue routing, pricing, or CPT/HCPCS codes. A consolidated 

CDM will also facilitate charge and billing compliance by increasing charge accuracy and consistency 

across departments.   

4) How will the CDM consolidation affect me?  

The CDM consolidation will only affect team members who do clinical documentation in Epic.  

If you are someone who does clinical documentation in Epic: 

Preference lists will be updated with the new charge codes. Old charge codes will also appear in 

parentheses () after the new charge code. For example, current charge “840028 – Bandage 

Compress 2” x 210” Elas HNYCB 23593-02LF” will become “271840028 – Bandage Compress 2” x 

210” Elas HNYCB 23593-02LF (ZZ840028), where 840028 is the old charge code, and 271840028 is 

the new charge code.  

Please note: A “ZZ” will be placed in front of any charge that has been replaced with a consolidated 

charge. You may also notice that a new charge code can appear multiple times in the same 

preference list because a single charge code is replacing several old charge codes.  

 

 

Sample of updated items on a Charge Capture preference list.  
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If you are accustomed to searching for a preference list item using a charge code, you can still use 

that old charge code to search. Searching using the old charge code will just pull in the new charge 

record. If you are used to searching using a charge name, you will need to add a “ZZ” to the 

beginning of the charge name to find the new charge that has replaced the old charge. CPT codes 

are not changing, so continue to use those as you did before.  

5) What is the charge router and how will it affect me?  

The charge router enables Children’s Colorado to consolidate our CDM because it allows us to use 

logic instead of charge numbers to route revenue. When the charge router goes live, charges can be 

routed by criteria such as performing department or patient location.  

The charge router will enable us to more accurately and flexibly route revenue, provide better 

financial reporting and improve charge creation processes. The charge router itself will have little 

impact on end users as the routing is done behind the scenes in Epic.   

Note: Lab and Memorial are live on the charge router today.  

6) How can I be assured that these changes won’t break anything?  

Before we go live with cost center enhancements, the consolidated CDM and the charge router, we 

are testing 100 percent of charges and must have a 100 percent pass rate. This means we will 

ensure all tested charges route to the correct cost centers before we go live. If we don’t meet a 100 

percent pass rate by May 6, we will push back our go-live date. Any delay to go-live will be 

communicated to affected teams as soon as we know about the delay.  

7) If I have additional questions or concerns at this point, who should I 

contact?  

We encourage open dialogue and welcome questions and concerns. 

 For questions about cost center enhancements: Aaron.Ziegler@childrenscolorado.org,  

Manager of Finance  

 For questions about charge master (CDM) consolidation: 

Gregg.Fanselau@childrenscolorado.org, Manager of Revenue Integrity   

 For other questions: Meghan.Franklin@childrenscolorado.org, Project Manager  
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